
COMPANY OVERVIEW
The Centre for Drug Research and Development 
(CDRD) is Canada’s national life sciences venture, 
powering the country’s life sciences industry by creating 
and growing companies of scale. In collaboration with 
partners, CDRD provides the specialized expertise 
and infrastructure to identify, validate and advance 
promising discoveries, and transform them into 
commercially viable investment opportunities for the 
private sector — and ultimately into new therapies for 
patients.

INDUSTRY
Life Sciences

FOUNDED 
2007

LOCATION(S)

Vancouver, British 
Columbia (HQ)

FINANCIALS

Private

STRATEGIC PARTNERS

50 affiliated universities and research institutes

26 Canadian health sciences SMEs/entrepreneurs

6 top global pharmaceutical companies 

8 world-leading translational research centres

3 patient-focused foundations

CASE STUDY

DOUG ERFLE

Director, Project & Portfolio Management

The impact to our business was that we 
couldn’t easily answer the question ‘are 
our resources aligned with our strategic 

priorities?’ There was an information gap 
and it was mission critical that we close it.

“

“

Driving Strategy Development
and Execution Efficiency



CDRD PPM PROFILE

PROJECT TEAMS

NPD/R&D (3 primary portfolios)

PPM RESOURCES

~20 PMs (“Project Champions”)

~90-100 project team members

3 PMO staff members

~50 active projects on average

IMPROVE QUALITY OF DECISION MAKING

INCREASE SPEED/EFFICIENCY OF PPM 
PROCESSES TO OPTIMIZE CYCLE TIME

LEVERAGE ENTERPRISE PPM SYSTEM 
PROCESS DISCIPLINE AND VISIBILITY

BUSINESS DRIVERS & REQUIREMENTS

Resource allocation visibility by strategy portfolio

Real-time portfolio status reporting

Centralized/cloud data and document repository (“single 
version of truth”)

Automation and integration of project artifacts in a single 
system (strategies, resources, schedules, timesheets, 
project data, etc.)

Consistent, repeatable workflows and rules (e.g. billing time 
to active projects)

System configurability and flexibility to adapt to multiple 
unique planning and management processes and fluid 
project and resource managers

CDRD MAJOR 
PORTFOLIOS

STRATEGIC 
PRIORITIES

 Creating and 
Incubating new

life science 
companies

Helping existing
life science
companies 

scale-up

Other 
Opportunistic/

Commercial 
Outcomes

KEY PPM INITIATIVE MILESTONES

Before implementing Sciforma, CDRD managed its R&D projects using a 
combination of desktop tools (e.g. MS Excel, PowerPoint, Project) for project 
tracking, email for project team communications/workflow, and share drives for 
collaboration. 

As a result, PPM processes were manual and disconnected. Further, CDRD did 
not have real-time visibility into how resources were being allocated relative to 
their strategic objectives and plan. The information existed, but since it was not 
readily available and integrated, the decision-making process at the portfolio 
level was time-consuming and inefficient.

At the project execution level, manual processes were impacting project cycle 
time and time-to-market (i.e. the time required to prepare a viable business 
case and transition the investable opportunity to an external partner for further 
development). This is a critical success factor for the business.

INITIATIVE OVERVIEW

Launch 
26 February, 2018

Implementation Kickoff 
6 March, 2018

Go Live (timesheet entry) 
1 July, 2018
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SOFTWARE CRITICAL CAPABILITIES:
Resource management

Project scheduling/planning

PPM reporting/dashboard

Collaboration/work management 

Program/Portfolio management

SERVICES:
End-user and Admin Training

Implementation and Integration

TECHNICAL CHOICES:
CLOUD DATA CENTER

Required to be located in Canada per 
privacy laws

Sciforma Cloud administration, 
maintenance/automatic upgrade required 
due to limited CDRD IT resources

EXPECTED/REALIZED BENEFITS & NEXT STEPS

STRATEGIC DECISION-MAKING
While it is still early in the deployment, CDRD is already seeing 
benefits aligned with the key business driver to improve 
strategic decision making, citing ease of mapping and viewing 
resource allocations by portfolio strategy.

PPM PROCESS EFFICIENCY AND SPEED
CDRD reports that it is already easier to find project and 
portfolio information and this increase in data visibility is 
expected to contribute to improved project cycle time metrics. 
Other validated process efficiency benefits include ease of 
reporting, project scheduling (which was found to be much 
more intuitive than MS Project), and time tracking (leveraging 
statistics provided under resource management dashboards).

NEXT STEPS
The next steps in the Sciforma initiative is to train project 
managers on resource validation and applying timesheets 
to their projects. A formal roll-out to all remaining team 
members including the executive team will follow.

SCIFORMA SOLUTION

..this increase in data 
visibility is expected to 
contribute to improved 

project cycle time 
metrics. “

“



ABOUT SCIFORMA

Sciforma is an award-winning provider of portfolio and 
project management software. Over 3,000 customers and 
300,000 users in all industries around the world use Sciforma 
to achieve profitable growth and strategic objectives 
through more efficient and effective management of project 
resources.

Sciforma focuses on serving Enterprise PMOs within midsize 
and large enterprises. It succeeds by providing a flexible 
platform for managing multiple project environments 
including IT, NPD/R&D, professional services and public sector, 
and functional scalability to accommodate various maturity 
levels. The company differentiates itself by providing the 
optimal balance of usability and robust functionality, as well 
as project team and executive-level portfolio management 
for organization looking for a growth path. Key customer 
partners include Boeing, Deutsche Telekom, EADS, Netgear, 
NXP, and T-Systems.

Sciforma is headquartered in France and has offices in all 
geographic regions including North America, EMEA and Asia-
Pacific, as well as a global distributor network. The service is 
available in seven languages.

This document, as well as the software described in it, is furnished under license and may only be used or copied in accordance with the terms of such license. The information in this document is furnished for informational use only, 
is subject to change without notice, and should not be construed as a commitment by Sciforma. Sciforma assumes no responsibility or liability for any errors or inaccuracies that may appear in this document. No part of it may be 
reproduced or transmitted, in any form or by any means without the prior written permission of Sciforma. Copyright © 2018.

www.sciforma.com • 1-800-533-9876 • sales@sciforma.com

Completely Scalable. Schedule your demo today.

Sciforma office

Authorized distributor

Local partner


